
Gift or Donation Plan MLM Software

The Gift plan or Donation plan, being the simplest MLM Plan in the Network marketing industry,

helps every MLM organisation to start up and succeed in their business as it's gifting strategy

used for crowd-funding, donation programs, etc.

The method of operation here is simple as the plan is all about giving and receiving. In some

Gifting Plan MLM Software, giving and receiving may be changed to provide help and accept help

or give help and receive help. This plan enables members to benefit from each other since the

concept is all about giving and receiving.

How Does the Gift Plan Work?

The gift plan applies the gift and take concept, meaning you must give to a member for you to

receive from a member. So, you give to a member and you are certain of multiple gifts from many

other members. The system is able to permit gifts to a certain level as will be accepted by

company rules and policies.

Compensations in Gift MLM Software

1. Give Help and Get Help

This plan is built on giving and receiving. However, company rules and policies influence the

amount that can be received or given coupled with the fact that you may also have to meet

certain criteria to qualify for the package. In some cases, it may be based on rank or on the

enrolment packages.
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2. Sponsor Bonus

The sponsor bonus is usually given to a sponsor to encourage the sponsor or existing users

to recruit more members into the system. It does not have a limit and as new and new

members are brought in, the sponsor bonus is paid.

3. Stage Advancement Bonus

When a user qualifies to move to a new level or stage, the user gets the stage advancement

bonus. This bonus is set by the MLM company.
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Advantages of Gift Plan

In this plan, you get total control over the money and transactions.

You can choose when and how to receive your money - daily, weekly, monthly, etc.

It supports various money transfer tools.

Very little time is required to understand the concepts of this plan.

This plan attracts more people because of it's simplicity thus it provides great success rate.

People are likely to be active in this plan on a regular basis because of the financial

freedom they get.

Why Hybrid MLM for Gift MLM plan ?

Your business growth can be further enhanced with our Gift MLM Plan Software. All the

features expected of a Gift MLM plan is found here as solutions for crowd-funding systems are

also not left out.

Our Gift Plan MLM Software has been specially built to deal with the flexibility that the plan has

to offer, giving you the benefits of providing and getting help. It makes it easier for the business

administrators to manage and control the system without losing grip of time and to also stay

abreast with members’ earnings and expenditures.
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